
1. How would you describe your overall level of satisfaction with Bushido as your tour operator? 

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

 “Bushido were professional, proactive and helpful throughout the entire
 process of our trip, from enquiry to booking, during and cessation. No question   
  was too small to be asked and communication was excellent. Wouldn’t hesitate to  
 use them again.”

2. Local Guide satisfaction rating:

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

 “Tshultrim our guide was so knowledgeable in all areas of Bhutanese culture we 
 had a holiday and an educational experience. His experience was evident and 
 we felt far surpassed other guides we sa and heard. He was always happy to 
 answer the constant questions from our two daughters about plants, religion,    
         dogs , cats, whatever they threw at him! As well as been a fantastic guide he was 
 in credibly caring and helpful, always checking we were okay, helping to carry   
 bags and letting us know what we needed for different hikes. We now consider 
 him a friend.”

3. How would you rate your package in terms of value for money?

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent 

 “We had always wanted to go to Bhutan but thought it too expensive . Then 
 when we did the sums because the rate is all food, accommodation, transport 
 and entry fees it actually worked out similar to a week in a resort in Bali with the 
 bonus of getting to see amazing sights and have incredible experiences. 
 It is excellent value for money.”

4. How would you rate the accommodation against your expectations? 

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

 “The hotels far surpassed our expectations. Clean, free wifi and incredibly spa-   
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1. How would you describe your overall level of satisfaction with Bushido as your tour operator? 

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

“My most important take away, bedsides for all the joy and friendship during the tour, 
was the experience with a country, so different on history and values from my own. 
History seemed to have developed as a continuity for 1200 years, putting one stone 
on the other through the decennia without any significant revolutions.  The country also 
showed a sustainable way of living, departing from most other countries. I also got the 
impression that people were reasonably well off with no serious poverty. It was amaz-
ing.

The cultural experience was over helming. (Maybe sometimes a bit too much for my 
taste!)

The walking adventures were maybe not more a 4 than a 5. I have experienced more 
existing trekking during weekends when working in Himachal Pradesh, passing through 
remote villages was always very interesting on these tours, also trekking through an 
open landscape surrounded by high mountains, etc. There should be similar possibili-
ties in Bhutan, even if the country is less populated.”

2. Tour Leader satisfaction rating:

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

“(I knew what I headed for. Maybe a little too much pippi watching!)”

3. Local Guide satisfaction rating:

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

“His knowledge was truly impressive, and he was radiating trust.” 



4. How would you rate your package in terms of value for money?

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent 

“USD 250 per day largely defined the cost level. Richard needed coverage of own costs 
+ profit, and with the relatively small group, the costs were reasonable.”

5. How would you rate the accommodation against your expectations? 

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

“High and even level. Some places were cozier than others were, but I was always 
pleased with the room. The room at the monastery could have been cleaner, but part of 
the experience and in all exceeded my expectations.”

6. Please give us your comments on the transport included in your package: 

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

“There was adequate space for us and thus comfortable, me occupying two seats. But 
the safety standard was not “western”. I assume it is difficult to get that type of bus in 
Bhutan. We experienced similar difficulties in India.”

7. Please tell us your thoughts on the meals included during your tour: 

 1 - Unacceptable  2 - Poor       3 - Average   4 - Good      5 - Excellent

“The meals tended to cut over the same template with too small variations. There were 
some excellent exceptions.“

8. Please tell us your overall thoughts of your trip to Bhutan with Bushido:

“Excellent but maybe a bit more adventure (and less culture) for me. The yak was a  
memorable experience!”


